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Admiralty proceedings
stay and security, 11B,C

Advisers
legal, appointed by arbitrators, 37C–G

Agreement
costs of arbitration, as to liability for, 60B, 62
definition, 5
evidenced in writing, 5D–H
excluding rights of appeal: see Exclusion 

agreements
invalid, effect of on arbitration agreement, 

7B–D
in writing, 4H, 5C–H
non-mandatory provisions and, 4H
reasons, to dispense with

effect on rights of appeal, 45D, 69D
resignation of arbitrator, as to, 25C

Amendments and repeals, consequential, 
107B,C

Amiable compositeur, 46D
‘Anton Piller’ order, 44D
Appeal

Court of Appeal, to, 9N, 10E, 11D, 12H, 13F, 
17E, 18K, 21E, 24G, 25F, 28M, 32E, 
42H, 44L, 45H, 50G, 56H, 63G, 64G, 
67H, 68S, 69S, 70I, 72F, 75E, 77H, 
79G, 107D

fact, whether appeal on question of, 69B,E

evidence, whether sufficient not question 
of law, 69I

permission to appeal, 69F–L
agreement to dispense with, 69E
application, evidence and submission in 

support of, 69M,N
conditions for, 69E, 70C,H,I
reasons for refusing, 69L
reversing, 69P
time limit for, 70D

preliminary question of law, against court’s 
ruling on, 45H

question of law arising from award, 69B–S
reasons, court’s power to order further, 70F
remission/setting aside award, 69Q
security for costs of, 70G

Application of Act, 2B, 108B–E
Appointment

arbitrator who ceases to hold office, by, 27F
arbitrators, of, 16B–D
court, by, 18B–J, 19B–D
failure or refusal to appoint, 17B–D, 18B–J, 

19B–D
sole arbitrator in default, of, 17B–D

Arbitration
applications: see above note
claim form, right to search for, 66J, 101F
commencement of, 14C–F

Index to Commentary

(N.B. A few references are to section numbers only. Most are to specific paragraph 
numbers. In all cases the appropriate section and related paragraphs should also be 
consulted as they may contain relevant material. No references to the Materials, 
Institutional Rules or the Model Law are included in this index. For the Civil Procedure 
Rules (CPR) and arbitration applications see our General Note in Part 1, Materials, Section 
H and the commentary on individual sections where relevant. Institutional Rules are 
dealt with, where relevant, towards the end of the commentary on individual sections.)

The Arbitration Act 1996: A Commentary, Fifth Edition. Bruce Harris, Rowan Planterose and Jonathan Tecks.  
© 2014 Bruce Harris, Rowan Planterose and Jonathan Tecks. Published 2014 by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Arbitration (cont’d)
domestic: see Domestic arbitration
matters not capable of settlement by, 81C
multi-party cases, 9L
object of, 1D
statutory: see Statutory arbitrations

Arbitration agreement
breach of, 11C
challenge to, 1F, 9D,E, 18I,J, 30B,C,F, 31B–F, 

72C–E
burden of proof, 9D
death of party, effect on, 2H, 8B–C, 97C

declaration as to, 18J, 72D
definitions, 5, 6B–D
dispute resolution provision, whether, 6C
effect, 7C
essential ingredients of, 6B,C
extent of, 7C, 9E,I
incorporation by reference, 6F
inoperative, 9L
interpleader, and, 10C
in writing, 4H, 5C–I
not written, incorporating writing, 5E
null and void, 9D,L
oral, 5E–G, 81B,C
qualification of arbitrators, and, 19B–C
recording of, 5F
repudiation of, 9L
salvage cases, 5E
separability of, 2H, 7B–D
submissions, in exchange of, 5G
time bar, court’s power to extend, 12B–F
time for considering validity of, 9L
unfair, 89GN
valid though in invalid agreement, 7B–D

Arbitrators
appointment of, 16B–D, 
appointment of, by court, 18B–J, 19B–D
appointment of, sole in default, 17B–E
authority of

ceases on death, 26C
personal, 26C

capacity to conduct proceedings, lack of, 24
ceasing to hold office (see also ‘resignation’)

appointments made by, effect on, 27F
filling vacancy, 27D
previous proceedings, effect on, 27E

challenge to, 23D
death of, 26C
definition, 82
designating seat of arbitration, 3E
disagreement and chairman, 20D
disagreement and umpire, 21C
exceeding powers, 68H
error of law, 69H
failure properly to conduct proceedings, 24D

failure to appoint, 17B–E, 18B–J
failure to deal with issues, 68I
failure to observe agreed procedures, 68G
fees and expenses: see Fees and expenses of 

arbitrators
general duty, 33B–H

failure to comply with, 68G
immunity of

generally, 29C
resignation, upon, 29D

immunity of institutions in respect of, 74B–E
impartiality, 1D, 24C, 68E,G, 96D
incapacity, removal and, 24
independence, 1D, 24C,I, 96D
initiative in ascertaining facts and law, 34K
judges as, 93B–G
jurisdiction (substantive): see Jurisdiction 

(substantive)
nature of role, 1D
numbers of, 15B–E
own knowledge, etc., use of, 34K, 68J
powers

accidental slips, etc., to correct, 57C–F
additional award, to make, 57C–E
ambiguity, to clarify, 57C–F
appointment of assessors, advisers and 

experts, as to, 37C
concurrent hearings, to order, 35B–D, 96C
consolidation, to order, 35B–D, 96C
correct awards, to, 57C–F
costs, recoverable, to determine, 63F

to limit amount of, 65B–F
declarations, to make, 48C
examination on oath, to order, 38C
exceeding, 68H
general, 38C–I
interest, to award, 49B–H
interim awards, to make, 47B–D
interim costs payments, to order, 39B–F
jurisdiction, to determine: see Jurisdiction 

(substantive)
party to do or refrain from doing some-

thing, to order, 48E
payment in any currency, to order, 48D
peremptory orders, upon non-compliance 

with, 41E
procedural and evidential matters, 34C–M
property, to order inspection, etc. of, 38I
provisional orders, to make, 39B–F
rectification, to order, 48G
remedies generally, 48B–G
specific performance, to order, 48F

qualification as to, in arbitration agreement, 
19B–D

removal for lack of, 24
removal of, 1D, 24B–G
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institutions and, 24E
remuneration and, 24F
right to be heard, 24G

resignation of (see also ‘ceasing to hold 
office’)

agreement as to, 25C
court’s powers upon, 25D
immunity, and, 25E
liability upon, 25C,D
relief from liability upon, 25C,D
remuneration upon, 25C,D

revocation of authority, 23B–E
signing awards, 52C, 54B–D
sole arbitrator in default, 17B–E
where no chairman or umpire, 22C

Assessors
appointed by arbitrators, 37C–G

Authority of arbitrator
death and, 26C
personal, 26C
revocation of, 23B–E

Award
accidental slip in, correcting, 57C–F
additional, power to make, 57C–E
agreed, following settlement, 51B–G

requirements for, 51E, F
ambiguity in, clarifying, 57C–F
challenge

appeal on point of law, 69B–T, 70C–I
approach of courts, 68D
loss of right to, 57G, 67D, 68M, 70C, 73C,D
serious irregularity, for, 68C–T, 70C–I
substantive jurisdiction, for lack of: see 

Court, substantive jurisdiction
confirmation of, following appeal, 69Q
correcting, 57C–F, 70D
costs,

as to, 61B–G, 68L
draft wording for, 61E
general principle, 61F

date of, 54B,C
dismissing claim

failure to provide security for costs, for, 
41E

inordinate and inexcusable delay, for, 41C
effect, declared to be of no, 67E, 68N, 71E
effect of – final and binding, 58B,C
enforcement of, 66C–F 

adjournment of application for, and 
 security, 103I

Arbitration Act 1950 Part II, 66H, 99B–G
Geneva Convention, 66H, 99B–G
limitation, 66I
New York Convention, 66H,

100C–F, 101C–G, 102,
103C–F, 104C,D

partial, not incompatible with entry of 
judgment, 101D

refusal of, 
on common law grounds, 81B,C
on public policy grounds, 66D
sovereign immunity, for, 66D
want of jurisdiction, for, 66D

security, 66I
set-off of adjudication decision, 66F
stay of execution, 66E
suspension of, 66D

foreign, whether binding, 103F
form and requirements for

date, 52E, 54B,C
failure to comply with, 52F
reasons, 31E, 52D, 68I, 68P
seat of arbitration, stating, 2C, 31E, 52E
signatures, 52C, 54D
writing, in, 52C

fraud, procured by, 68K
interest

accrual of, 66C
generally, 49B–H
interim, power to make, 47B–D
wording of (draft), 49F

jurisdiction, as to, 31E, 67C–E
notification of, 55B–E
place of signature, 53B,C
power to withhold, 55E, 56B–E
public policy, procured by means contrary 

to, 68K
refusal to deliver pending payment of fees, 

etc., 56B–E
remission of, 67E, 68N, 69Q, 71D
setting aside, 67E, 68N, 69Q, 71E
time for making, extension of, 50B–D
variation of by court, 67E, 69Q, 71C
where made, and seat, 53B,C

Bankruptcy
party, of, 8D
insolvency in another EU state, 8D

Bias, 24C, I, 33E

Chairman of tribunal
appointment of, 16C
functions of, 20B–D
interlocutory matters, dealing with, 20C
requirement for, 15D
where no umpire or, 22C

Challenge to award
appeal on point of law: see Appeal
loss of right, 67D, 68M, 73C,D
prosecution of, 67G, 68M
relationship of ss.68 and 69, 68Q, 69O
serious irregularity, for, 68C–T, 70C–J
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Challenge to award (cont’d)
substantive jurisdiction, for lack of:

see Court, substantive
jurisdiction

time limit for, 70D
Challenge to jurisdiction: see Court, substantive 

jurisdiction
Charging orders, 75B–D
Civil Procedure Rules: see above note
Commencement of Act, 84C,E, 109B,C
Commencement of arbitration

court’s power to extend time for, 12B–F, 97C
definition, 14C
exclusion agreements and, 14G
notice for, 14D,E

Common law rules, saving for certain, 81B,C
Company

striking-off, effect of, 8E, 12D
Concurrent hearings, 35B–D, 96C
Conduct of proceedings

avoiding unnecessary delay or expense,  
1D, 33E

compliance with arbitrators’ rulings, 40D
concurrent hearings, 35B–D
consolidation of proceedings, 35B–D
failure or refusal properly to, 68G
removal and, 24D
fairly and impartially, 33D
fair means for resolution of dispute, 33D
general duty of arbitrators, 33B–E
general duty of parties, 40B–D
general powers of arbitrators, 38C–I, 48B–G
irregularity in, 68G, J
peremptory orders, 41E
procedural and evidential matters, powers as 

to, 33C–H
procedures suitable to the circumstances, 33E

Confidentiality, 81C
Consent awards, 51B–G
Contract created by performance, 5E
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999, 

9C, 12C, 82C
Contractual rights are property, 44E
Correction of awards, 57C–J, 67D, 68M, 69E
Consolidation of proceedings, 35B–D, 96C
Consumer arbitration agreements, 89GN

Unfair Terms in Consumer
Contracts Regulations, 1994
and 1999; Unfair Arbitration
Agreements (Specified
Amount) Order 1999, 89GN, 89B–D, 91

where consumer is legal person, 90B
Costs

arbitration of
allocation between parties, 61C–G

challenge based upon, 68L

definition, 59C
draft wording for award, 61E
following the event, 61F
general principle in awarding, 61F
offers, and, 38G, 61G
parties’ costs and, 59C

recoverable
agreement as to, 63D
agreement as to allocation of, 62B,C
arbitrators’ fees etc., and, 63L,M, 64B–F
budget for, 65C
definition, 63, 64
determination, of

basis of, 63H
by arbitrators, 63F
by court, 63G

limiting amount of, 65B–F
draft wording for order, 65D

security for, 38E–H, 
jurisdictional challenge, on, 67G
arbitrator’s own costs, 38E, F
upon challenge to award, 70G

solicitors, charging orders and, 75B–D
Counterclaim, 9C, 72E
County Courts small claims arbitrations: see 

Small claims track
County Courts with Mercantile Lists, 105D
Court

definition, 105B–D
non-intervention by, 1F
payment into court of arbitrators’ fees, 

etc., 56C
powers

‘Anton Piller’ order, to make, 44D
appointment of arbitrators, as to, 18B–J, 

19B–D
challenges to awards, as to

appeal on point of law, 69B–T, 70C–J
loss of right, 73C,D
serious irregularity, for, 68C–T, 70C–J
substantive jurisdiction, for lack of: see 

Court, substantive jurisdiction
charging orders, as to, 75B–D
declare award of no effect, to, 67E, 68N, 71E
delivery of award, to order, 56C
designate seat of arbitration, to 3F
evidence of witnesses, taking of, 44D
evidence, preservation of, 44D
extend time for arbitration, to 12B–G, 97C
extend time for making award, to, 50B–D
extend time generally, to, 79B–F
fees and expenses of arbitrators, to adjust, 

28D–I
freezing order, to grant, 44G
interim injunctions, to grant, 44G
in support of foreign arbitrations, 2C–H, 44H
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‘Mareva’ injunction: see freezing order
peremptory orders, upon non-compliance 

with, 42B,D
property, to order inspection etc. of, 44E
question of law, to determine, 45B–H,
reasons, to order further, 70F
receiver, to appoint, 44G
remit award, to, 68N, 69Q
removal of arbitrators, as to, 24B–G

grounds for, 24B–D
repayment of excessive fees, etc., to order, 

28D–I
replacement of arbitrators by umpire, 21D
resignation of arbitrator, upon, 25D
revocation of arbitrator’s authority, 18G, 23C
sale of goods, to order, 44F
set aside award, to, 67E, 68N, 69Q
set aside default appointment to, 17E
stay

domestic arbitration
agreements, and, 85G,N, 86
obligation to grant, 9H,L
power to grant, 9C,D,F,H,I,L
refusal to grant, 9K

vary awards, to, 67E, 69Q, 71C
witnesses, to secure attendance

of, 43B–G
subpoena, to order, 43B–G

rules, notice and, 80B–F
substantive jurisdiction, ruling as to, 32B, 

67B–I, 72C–E, 103E
challenge by alleged party, 72C–E
prosecution of, 67G
conditions for, 32C, 67D
loss of right to challenge, 67D, 73C,D
remedies, 67E
stay of arbitration during, 32D, 67D

Court of Appeal, judge-arbitrators and, 93E
CPR: see above note
Crown, application of Act to, 106B–E
Currency

arbitrators’ power to order payment in  
any, 48D

DAC Report
significance of, 1C

Death
arbitrator, of, 26C

filling vacancy, 27D
party of, 2H, 8B–C, 26D, 97C

Decisions
by arbitrator who ceases to hold office, effect 

of, 27E
where no chairman or umpire, 22C

Declarations
arbitrators’ power to make, 48C

Definitions, 82, 83
Delay

inordinate and inexcusable, by  
claimant, 41C

Designation of seat of arbitration, 2D–G,  
3E–F

Disclosure of documents, 34H
pre-action, 9C, 44D

Dispute, definition of, 9D,G,H, 82
Dispute resolution provision, 6C

enforceability, 9I
Dissolution of party, 8E
Documents

confidential, production of, 43F
disclosure of, 34H, 81C
service of: see Service

Domestic arbitrations, 85GN
Duties

arbitrators, of: see Arbitrators, general duty
parties, of: see Parties, duties and Parties, 

general duty

Enforcement of award: see Award, 
enforcement of

Equity clauses, 46D
Evidence

arbitrators’ powers as to, 34H–M
expert, ‘hot-tubbing’ and, 34K
expert, tribunal’s, 37C
general duty and, 33E
oath, examination of witnesses on, 38C
oral or written, 34L
preservation of, court’s power to order,  

44D
strict rules of, 34J

Ex aequo et bono provisions, 46D
Exclusion agreements, 45D, 69D

commencement of arbitration and, 14G
‘final and binding’, 69D
dispensing with reasons, 45D, 69D

Ex parte procedure, 33F, 41D
Experts

appointed by arbitrators, 37C–G
Extension of time

arbitration, for, 12B–H
award, for making, 50B–D
generally, 79B–F
ss.67, 68 or 69 applications, for  

making, 70E

Facts
arbitrators ascertaining, 34K

Fees and expenses of arbitrators
adjustment of amount, 28D–H, 56C, 64F

after payment, 28E
award as to, form of, 28E
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Fees and expenses of arbitrators (cont’d)
award, refusal to deliver until paid, 56B–E
costs of arbitration, and, 59B,C, 63L,M,  

64B–F
correction, for, 57J
fees, etc. of advisers, assessors and 

experts included, 37G
joint and several liability of parties for, 28C
lien on award for, 56B–E
removal, upon, 24F
resignation, upon, 25D
security for, 38E

Foreign law
choice of, 4J
non-mandatory provisions and, 4J

Fraud, award obtained by, 68K
Freezing orders, 44G,H

Hearing
failure to attend, 41D
oral, desirability of, 34L

Housing Grants, Construction and 
Regeneration Act 1996, 42E

ICSID arbitrations, 107E

Immunity of arbitrator
generally, 29C
resignation, upon, 25D

Immunity of institutions, 74B–D
Impartiality

arbitrators, of, 1D, 33B,D, 96D
lack of, removal and, 24C

Incorporation
arbitration agreement of, by reference, 6F, 

Injunction
anti-suit, 9C, 44GN, 44L
arbitrators’ equivalent powers, 48E
interim, court’s power to grant, 44G
restraining arbitration proceedings, 72C

Inspection of property, 44E
Institutions

commencement of arbitrations, and, 14C,E
costs of arbitration, and, 59B,C
designating seat of arbitration, 3E, 4J
exceeding powers, 68
fees and expenses of, withholding  

award, 56E
immunity of, 74B–D
removal of arbitrators, and, 24E
resignation of arbitrators, and, 25C
Rules: see above note

effectiveness of, 4E–G
Interest

award
before and after date of, 49D,E

damages, as, 49C
declaratory, upon, 49G
draft wording for, 49F
subject to, 49C

contractual terms as to, 49C,H
generally, 49B–H
Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) 

Act 1998, 49H
simple/compound, 49C
sums paid before award, upon, 49D

Interim
awards, power to make, 47B–D
injunctions, court’s power to grant, 44G
measures, 2I
payment of costs, order for, 39

Interlocutory matters
chairman dealing with, 20D

Interpleader
arbitration agreement and, 10C
Scott v. Avery clause and, 10D
stay and, 10C

Irregularity, serious, challenge to award for, 
68C–T, 72

Issues,
dealing with, 68I,J
definition, 68I

Judge-arbitrators, 93B–E, Sched.2
Judgment

award, in terms of, 66C
discretion as to, 66D
substantive jurisdiction, where lacking, 

66D
Jurisdiction (substantive)

arbitrators ruling as to, 30B,C, 31C, 96C
award as to, 31E

challenge to, 31B–F, 67C–E, 72D
conditions for, 31D
discontinuance of, 67G
loss of right, 67D, 73C,D
prosecution of, 67G
time for, 31D

costs relating to, 30C, 67C
court ruling as to: see Court, substantive 

jurisdiction
definition, 30, 82
error in the application of substantive law, 

30C
submission to in terms of reference, 30C

Kompetenz-Kompetenz, 30C

Language
proceedings, for, 34F

Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) 
Act 1998, 49H
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Law
appeal on question of: see Appeals
applicable, duty to decide in accordance 

with, 46C,F, 96C
arbitrators ascertaining, 34K
foreign, 69B
question of, court’s power to determine, 

45B–H, 69B–T
Legal adviser

appointed by arbitrators, 37C–G
Legal proceedings, 9C
Limitation Acts

application to arbitrations, 13B–D
extension of time and, 12G
Scott v. Avery clauses and, 13E

Majority decisions, 20D
no majority, 20D
signing awards, and, 52C

Mandatory provisions, 1A, 4B–E, Sched.1
‘Mareva’ injunctions, 44G
Mercantile Lists, 105D

New York Convention
Art.II, 5J; Art.II.3, stay and, 9O; Art.III, 51I; Art.

IV(a), 51I; Art.IV.1, 52H; Art IV.2, 52H; 
Art.V.1, 52H, 53F

and see Award, enforcement of
Non-mandatory provisions, 1A, 4B–D, 4F, 

Sched.1
default provisions, and, 4D
foreign law, and, 4J
institutional rules, and, 4F–G
other rules, and, 4F–G

Notice
commencement of arbitration, for, 14E
requirements for in respect of legal 

proceedings, 80B–G
service of: see Service
table of sections referring to, 80G

Notification of award, 55B–E

Oath
administering, 38C
examination upon, 38C

Objection, loss of right, 24D, 73C,D
Offers, costs and, 61G
Oral agreement, 5E–G, 81B,C
Oral evidence or submissions, 34L
Orders

peremptory: sanctions for non-compliance 
with, 41E

court’s powers upon, 42B,C
court’s discretion, 42D
definition, 41, 82
draft wording, 41E

Parties
award binding upon, 58B,C
compliance with arbitrators’ rulings, 40D
costs of, and costs of arbitration, 59B–C, 63B–H
duties of, 1D, 40B–D
freedom to agree, 1E, 4F
general duty, 40B–D
joint and several liability for fees, etc., 28C
persons claiming through or under, awards 

and, 58B–E
representation of, 36C,D
right to comment on material from 

arbitrators’ expert, etc., 37C, 68G F
Party

absence of, 41D
agreeing to pay whole of costs of  

arbitration, 60B
alleged, challenging jurisdiction, 72C–E
autonomy, 1E

relationship with arbitrators’ general duty, 
33H

bankruptcy of, 8D
claiming through or under, 9C
Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act 1999, 

9C, 12C, 82C
death of, 2H, 8B–C, 26D, 97C
definitions, 82, 106
dissolution of, 8E
hearing, failing to attend, 41D
name, importance of correct, 66C, 101D
opportunity to put case, etc., 33D

Payment in any currency
arbitrators’ power to order, 48D

Payment into court
arbitrators’ fees, etc., to obtain award, 56B–E

Peremptory orders: see Orders
Personal representatives

enforcement of arbitration agreement, 8C
Powers

arbitrators, of: see Arbitrators, powers
court, of: see Court, powers

Preliminary question of jurisdiction or law
parties’ obligation to secure early 

determination, 40D
Preliminary question of law

determination by court, 45B–F
Principles

underlying Act, 1C–F
underlying conduct of arbitrations, 33B–E

Privacy, 81C
Privilege 

witness summons and, 43G
Property

inspection, preservation, sampling, etc., 
38C,I, 44E,F

includes contractual rights, 44E
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Provisional
awards and orders, 39B–F

Public policy
award obtained in manner contrary to, 68K
refusal of recognition or enforcement on 

grounds of, 81B–C

Qualifications
arbitrators, as to, court’s regard for, 19B–D
lack of, removal of arbitrators, and, 24
removal of arbitrators, and, 24

Questions
by arbitrators to parties, 34I
of law

definition, 82C
in award, appeal on, 69B–T
preliminary, 45B–H

Reasons
agreed award following settlement, no 

requirement for, 52D
agreement to dispense with, effect of, 45D, 

68B, 69D
award to include, 52D
court’s power to order, 57C, 70F
refusing permission to appeal, for, 69L

Receiver, court’s power to appoint, 44G
Rectification

arbitrators’ powers to order, 48G
Recognition of awards: see Award,  

enforcement of
Recording

arbitration agreement, of, 5F
Remedies

arbitrators’ powers as to, 48B–G
Remission of award

errors of fact or law on face of award, 81D
question of law, after appeal on, 69Q
serious irregularity, for, 68N
time for making new award following, 71D

Removal of arbitrators
court’s powers, 24B–G
grounds for, 24B–D
institutions and, 24E

Representation
parties, of, 36C,D

Resignation of arbitrators
court’s powers upon, 25D
immunity and, 25E
liability upon, 25C,D
relief from liability upon, 25C,D
remuneration upon, 25C,D

Revocation of authority
arbitrator, of, 23B–E

Rules of court
notice and, 80B–F

Sale of goods
court’s power to order, 44F

Salvage
arbitration agreements, 5E

Scott v. Avery clauses
court setting aside/declaring award of no 

effect, 71E
interpleader and, 10D
Limitation Acts and, 13E
statutory arbitrations, and, 97C
stay, court’s refusal to grant and, 9M

Seat of arbitration
award, stating seat in, 52E
court’s powers where foreign or not 

designated, 2E–G, 44H
definitions, 3, 83
designation of, 3E,F

determination, 3F
identifying, importance, of 2C, 3B
location, 3C,F
statutory arbitrations, 3D
time for determining, 3F
where award deemed made, 53B,C

Security
Admiralty proceedings and, 11B,C
appeal, upon, 70H
costs, for, 38C–H

appeal, of, 70G
stay for failure to provide, 38H, 41E

fees and expenses of arbitrators, for, 38E
Separability

arbitration agreement, of, 2H, 7B–D
Serious irregularity, challenge to award for, 

68C–T, 72E
Service, documents and notices of, 76B–E, 

77B–D
Setting aside award

errors of fact or law on face, 81D
question of law, after appeal on, 69Q
serious irregularity, for, 68N
substantive jurisdiction, for lack of, 67E

Settlement
agreed award following, 51B–G

Signature of awards, 52C, 54D
Small claims track, 92C
Sole arbitrator, 15E

appointment of, 16C
appointment of in default, 17B–E

Solicitors’ costs, charging orders and, 75B–D
Specific performance

arbitrators’ power to order, 48F
Statements of case, 34G
Statutory arbitrations

adaptation of Act’s provisions, 95B–D, 
96B—D

application of Act, 94B–D
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excluded provisions, 97C
power to make further provisions, 98B,C
seat, 3D

Stay
application for, 9B,C,J,K
counterclaim, of, 9C
court’s obligation to grant, 9B,L
court’s power to grant, 9L,M
court’s refusal to grant, Scott v. Avery clause 

and, 9M
interpleader, 10C
jurisdiction, pending resolution of issues as 

to, 31F, 32D
NewYork Convention Art.II.3 and, 9O
other dispute resolution procedures, 9I
proceedings, of

in Admiralty, 11B,C
interpleader and, 10C
where seat foreign or not designated, 2D

right to, 9B,G,L
security for costs, for failure to provide, 38H, 

41E
step in proceedings, 9K
time for application, 9K

Striking out
want of prosecution, for, 41C

Submission to jurisdiction, 
effect of, 30C 

Submissions
arbitration agreement in, 5G
extracting alternative case from, 68J
statements of claim and defence, 34G
written, 5G

Subpoena, 43B–G
Summary judgment, 9H

Third party rights, 9C, 12C, 82D
Time, calculation of, 78B–F
Time-barring provisions

effect of, 9F
extension of time, 12B–H

Time limits
appointment of arbitrators, for, 16D, 17C,D
appeal

compatible with ECHR, 67D
award

additional, for making, 57D–E
ambiguity in, for clarifying, 57D–E
challenging, for, 70D
correcting, for, 57D–E
for making, extension of, 50B–D
new, for making following remission, 71D

challenges to jurisdiction, for, 31D, 32C
extension, court’s power to grant,

application to be pursued diligently, 12I
for arbitration, 12B–F, 97C

for making award, 50B–D
generally, 79B–F

specific, table of, 78F
Trade arbitrations, 24C, 68J
Transitional provisions, 84A–E, 109C
Tribunal: see also Arbitrators

composition of, 15C–E

Umpire
appointment of, 16C, 21C
‘arbitrator’ includes, 82
disagreement of arbitrators and, 21D

notice of, 21D
functions of, 21C
future of, 21F
meaning in USA, 21G
rights of, 21C
where no chairman or, 22C

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules
Art.1(2), 24I; Art. 5, 15G; Art. 10(1), 24I; 

Art.16(1), 3E, 3I, 29G; Art.32, 52I; 
Art.32(4), 54G; Art.32(6), 55G; Art.36, 
57L; Art.37, 57L; Art.38, 63O; Art.39, 
63O; Art.40, 61I; Art.40(4), 57G, 61I

Urgency
court’s powers to preserve evidence and 

assets where, 44D,H,I

Vacancy
in tribunal, filling, 27D

Variation of award
question of law, after appeal on, 69L, 71C
substantive jurisdiction, where lacked, 67E, 

71E

Witness summary, 44D
Witnesses

court’s powers
to secure attendance of, 43B–G
to take evidence of, 44D
where seat foreign, 2E, 44H

Waiver of right to object, 73C,D
Want of prosecution, 41C
Words and phrases

accidental slip or omission, 57C
act or omission, 29C
agree, 5C
agreed, 5C
agreement, 5B–H
agreement in writing, 5D–I
available arbitral process, 82
bad faith, 29C
capable of settlement by arbitration, 81C
claimant, 82
claiming under or through a party, 82C
clear days, 78D
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Words and phrases (cont’d)
clerical mistake or error, 57C
consumer, 89GN
dispute, 9D, 82
equity clause, 46D, 96C
error of law, 69H,I
evidenced in writing, 5F–H
ex aequo et bono, 46D, 96C
fair resolution of disputes, 1D, 33D, 41C
fairly and impartially, 33D
final and binding, 69D
forthwith, 31D, 73C
fraud, 68K
general duty of arbitrators, 33B
impartiality, justifiable doubts as to, 24C
impartial tribunal, 1D, 24C
inordinate and inexcusable delay, 41C
in respect of, 9C
in writing, 5D–I
jointly and severally liable, 28C
kompetenz-kompetenz, 30C
legal proceedings, 9C
mandatory/non-mandatory provisions,  

4B–F
notice, upon, 80B–G
peremptory orders, 41E

premises, 82
procedural step, 9K
procedures suitable to the

circumstances, 33E
proceedings, 16C

proper and expeditious conduct of
proceedings, 40C
public policy, 68K

reasonable despatch, 24D
reasonable opportunity of putting case, etc., 

33D
recorded by any means, 5H
recoverable costs, 62–65
seat of the arbitration, 2H, 3
separability, 2H, 7C, 7D
serious irregularity, 68C–T
step in the proceedings, 31D
substantial injustice, 68E
substantive jurisdiction, 30
unless otherwise agreed, 50D
unnecessary delay or expense, 1D, 33E
upon notice, 80B–G
writing, 5D–I
written, 5D–I
written submissions, 5G

Written submissions, 5G 
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